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Published on: April 28th, Unless you are planning to go for the RAM , you have a choice of two
gasoline engines to power your new truck. They are the 3. Choosing the appropriate RAM
engine will be easier if you know the fundamental differences between the two motors. This
brief overview will help you differentiate between them and decide upon the right one for your
needs. Starting with the smaller RAM engine, this 3. The bigger HEMI 5. The monstrous 5. With a
power output of Horsepower and lb-ft of torque, this should certainly be the engine of choice if
you plan to do a lot of heavy trailer towing. This engine can tow a trailer of up to 10, lbs. The
smaller V6 engine puts out Horsepower and lb-ft of torque. This would be the engine to have if
your pickup truck use will be more casual. If you are going to be towing using this engine, your
truck will be able to manage a trailer up to 7, lbs. The Pentastar V6 engine has a silent chain
timing drive, which provides great engine durability and makes for a quietly running engine. It
also features a pulse-width-modulating fuel pump and variable valve timing which provides
optimal efficiency, performance and power. The V8 HEMI meanwhile is equipped with cylinder
deactivation, which increases fuel economy by shutting down four of the eight cylinders when
your RAM is cruising or the engine loading is light. On the other hand, if your truck is going to
be primarily a working vehicle and driven mostly out of town, the HEMI engine is likely to be the
best fit. Often the best way to get the feel for a particular engine is to take a new vehicle, fitted
with the engine you are interested in, for a test drive. Here at James Hodge Dodge, we can
arrange for you to try out vehicles fitted with either of these gasoline engines and discuss
further which one might be right for you. Feel free to stop by or give us a call to arrange demos
and test drives. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on how
you drive and maintain your vehicle, driving conditions and other factors. RAM Engine
Comparison 3. The 3. This new V6 is one of the most technologically advanced engines to date,
created by Chrysler. The new 3. It is also smaller in size: 94 mm shorter than the 3. The engine
has a high-pressure die-cast aluminum cylinder block with degree V angle between cylinder
banks. It is an open-deck design, which saves material, lighter and cheaper to produce, and has
cast iron cylinder liners for increasing longevity. The engine block is equipped with three piston
oil cooler jets. Each oil jet cools two pistons, prevent detonations, and controls heat. There are
forged steel connecting rods, the nodular iron crankshaft, and cast aluminum pistons with
low-friction rings and reduced skirt area for less weight and friction as well. The engine uses a
chain-driven, vane-type variable displacement oil pump. Engineers removed all brackets for the
engine accessories. The alternator, air conditioner compressor, and belt tensioner are bolted to
the engine block. They are driven by a serpentine belt as well. This arrangement has
significantly reduced the level of vibration and noise. Cylinder head feature 4-valve per cylinder
and dual overhead camshafts with roller finger followers with hydraulic lifters. The intake and
exhaust camshafts are chain-driven there is a separate timing chain for each head. Timing
chains are a "silent chain link" design. All four camshafts come with torque-actuated phasers.
The intake valve is a single-piece design, made of forged heat resistant martensitic steel; intake
valve diameter is 39 mm. The exhaust valves are two-piece designs, with a forged austenitic
head welded to a martensitic stem; the exhaust valve diameter is 30 mm. Cylinder heads feature
high-flow intake and exhaust ports, and an integrated exhaust manifold. On top of the engine,
there is a lightweight composite intake manifold fitted with a 74 mm throttle body and an
electronically controlled multi-point port fuel injection system. Thus, the engine can provide
excellent driving dynamics without requiring high-octane premium gasoline. While engines are
sufficient simple in maintenance and not demanding on fuel quality, they feature great fuel
efficiency, low emissions, and smooth operation. Pentastar V6 engines are very popular both in
the United States and beyond. In , FCA released upgraded Pentastar engine family and a new
version of the 3. The revised engine now has a two-stage variable valve lift VVL. The VVL
system provides low and high valve lifts. Low-lift settings at low speeds save fuel up to 2.
Unfortunately, the manufacturer was forced to install a cooled exhaust gas recirculation EGR
system. The modified engine also features a new plastic intake manifold with longer runners
increased torque, high-tumble intake ports inside cylinder heads, new valve springs, and
low-tension piston rings. The fuel system received new eight-hole injectors. And the good news
is, the engine has kept a port fuel injection. The variable valve timing VVT system was
recalibrated. The compression ratio was increased from These improvements help to produce
more power and torque together with better fuel efficiency, as well as reduce emissions. In
recent years, the Pentastar V6 engine successfully competes with the more technologically
advanced 2. The left side cylinder head problem had been found in about 0. Engines with
cylinder head failure can be easily recognized by a ticking sound from the left side. Sometimes
of them had other symptoms, including a check engine light illuminated. The failure was caused
by excessive wear. In August , Chrysler made the design upgrade and the problem is rarely
reported now. All vehicles with model year 3. Some owners complain of problems with clogged

up radiators and frequent replacement of water pumps, thermostats, and oil pumps. The
problem may lie in the production and preparation of an individual engine before assembly. The
heads are sand-cast and undergo serious inspections for cleanliness before reaching assembly
plants. But any residual sand that remains from the casting process inside the engine can also
circulate through the vehicle's cooling systems, causing clogs in radiator and oil cooling
system. In general, the engine has been around for a long time and used in a lot of vehicles, so
it has been well tested. Despite that they had some issues early on, the 3. Home Chrysler 3.
Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material.
Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement,
cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine
oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. The 3. This assembly is the power
focused little brother to the famous Pentastar 6 cylinder. You can buy a Jeep 3. Big things were
in store for consumers when Chrysler announced the return of its Cherokee nameplate. While
the body style did change, what mattered the most was the engine and transmission upgrades.
The discontinuance of the PowerTech brand in favor of the Pentastar was so far a smart
decision. The DOHC is something that is found only in bigger blocks. The horsepower now
excels in top performance at hp. A slight increase in the RPM is what makes this possible. Even
in a used Jeep 3. The compression is now and growing higher with every new build. Whenever a
consumer orders through this portal, the supplier handling the distribution will provide a
warranty coverage plan. The actual term will vary due to a number of reasons. The age and
mileage are only two of the elements that dictate the protection plan length. A thorough review
is not always possible with some types of inventory although regular checks and balances are
often enacted. A vehicle mechanic or even a regular SUV owners who have a plan to swap the
Cherokee 3. Through arrangements with multiple dealers, the pricing generally reaches a lower
amount due in part to competition in the industry. No one pays the MSRP like at a dealership.
Few consumers make purchase decision on a whim when it comes to a motor. Exploring the
exterior for signs of rust, visually inspecting for fluid leaks and even a compression test are
things that a person cannot do by looking at a picture. PTG works in conjunction with
companies that do a routine series of tests to help portray accuracy in the inventory that is
presented. A full quote for each sale price is easily arranged through this page. Using
automation and a database, what is in stock and ready to ship at all times is provided. An exact
VIN match is made through partners to find the best condition build and lowest mileage. When
this data is located, the 3. Phone service is provided by dialing the number we give to you. All
FAQ and other information will be provided. Cherokee Motor Specs Big things were in store for
consumers when Chrysler announced the return of its Cherokee nameplate. DOHC 3. Buy Used
V6 Engines from Chrysler Few consumers make purchase decision on a whim when it comes to
a motor. Posted in blog. Additionally, it was forecast that by the end of , GM will produce as
many as , vehicles globally with direct injection technology, and by , GM projects one out of
every six GM vehicles in North America will be equipped with a direct injection engine. The
application of direct injection technology to the 3. An approximate percent reduction in
cold-start hydrocarbon emissions is also achieved. With direct injection, precisely metered fuel
is delivered directly to the combustion chamber, which has a cooling effect in the chamber.
Cooling the incoming air charge enables a higher compression ratio, which also improves
engine efficiency. Less fuel is required to produce the equivalent horsepower of a conventional
port injection combustion system. The announcement of the 3. Also, since , a naturally
aspirated Ecotec 2. With the 3. As the piston approaches top-dead center, the mixture is ignited
by the spark plug. The fuel injectors are located beneath the intake ports. The intake ports only
transfer air, unlike port fuel injection, which flows air and fuel, thus increasing efficiency. D irect
injection also permits a slightly higher compression ratio than if the fuel were delivered with
conventional fuel injection. The result is better fuel consumption at part and full throttle. The
engine uses conventional spark plugs similar to other high-feature V6 engines. A high-pressure,
returnless fuel system is employed. It features a high-strength stainless steel fuel line that feeds
a variable-pressure fuel rail. Direct injection requires higher fuel pressure than conventional fuel
injected engines and an engine-driven high-pressure fuel pump is used to supply up to 1, psi
bar of pressure. The system regulates lower fuel pressure at idle â€” approximately psi 35 bar
and higher pressure at wide-open throttle. The exhaust cam-driven high-pressure pump works
in conjunction with a conventional fuel tank-mounted supply pump. Also, direct injection
permits a higher compression ratio â€” greater than Cam phasing pays big dividends in
reducing exhaust emissions by optimizing exhaust valve overlap and eliminating the need for a
separate exhaust gas recirculation EGR system. By closing the exhaust valves late at
appropriate times, the cam phasers allow the engine to draw the desired amount of exhaust gas
back into the combustion chamber, reducing unburned hydrocarbon emissions. The return of

exhaust gases also decreases peak temperatures, which contributes to the reduction of oxides
of nitrogen NO x emissions. In tandem with the dramatic percent reduction in cold-start
hydrocarbon emissions brought on by direct injection, the 3. GM Powertrain announced today it
will deliver a 3. A vehicle application will be announced later in the year. Direct injection differs
from the fuel delivery process of a conventional engine by delivering fuel directly into the
engine cylinder, where it is mixed with air. The combustion process of conventional fuel
injected engines uses air and fuel that partially evaporates in the intake port or intake manifold
prior to being introduced into the combustion chamber. Direct injection is a continuation of the
evolutionary process of moving the fuel introduction point closer to the cylinder to improve
control. The 3. It is the latest member of a growing family of GM Powertrain V-6 engines
developed for applications around the world, drawing on the best practices and creative
expertise of GM technical centers in Australia, Germany, North America and Sweden. Features
found on the 3. The result is linear delivery of torque, with near-peak levels over a broad rpm
range, and high specific output maximum horsepower per liter of displacement without
sacrificing overall engine response and driveability. When combined, direct injection and cam
phasing technologies enable an unmatched combination of power, efficiency and
low-emissions in gasoline V-6 engines. Anthony Kodack. Read More. What do you think? Car
Finder:. Model View All. Related Manufacturers. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. A quick check of the web turns up that many who own this engine are
experiencing troubles all the way up to the engine fragging. So far, almost a month later, GM
has not responded to either one of my letters. Intentionally vague is normal. Odds are that this
modification will not affect maximum RPMS, horsepower, or affect engine performance in any
way and will simply remind the car owner to have the oil changed sooner than what was
previously stated by the OLM. The odds are that the new and improved update may still not be
good enough for the real world and the oil may need to be changed more often than the new
update will suggest. What should be done is to forget that OLM even exists and base it on the
odometer and time. I read several posts on a CTS forum last week but saw no examples
mentioned of engine failures. It seems that the cam position sensor was overly sensitive and
was tripping the check engine light too soon and cam chains were being needlessly replaced.
The cam position sensor will be recalibrated to trip the CEL later. The cam chain elongation
figure that I recall seeing was very small, about 2 mm. Oil change frequency will be increased to
reduce cam chain wear. Our 3. I suspect that if you do not drive your engine frequently to
extremes, you would never see a problem without the recall. This information is early and
therefore subject to change. Here is a little more info. Just for comparison,lets say you bought a
car that the manufacture claimed produced hp. You were somehow able to duplicate exactly the
test method and conditions that the manufacture used this is possible but not likely and you
ended up 25hp short, could you recover your loss? And you may actually be better off changing
the oil every 5, miles or so, as most everyone on here probably does? This bulletin was first
mentioned here in the Chevy Traverse thread if I remember correctly. The part that puzzles me
is what the OLM is going to start recommending after any modification. If the OLM was spitting
out 12k, 15k mile oil change intervals pre-modification does it mean that it will cough up 10k
mile intervals post-mod? In other words, improved but still not good enough. You can be sure
that when we bring our 3. Back in the bad old days before computer engine management with
associated cam event and other engine component monitoring capabilities, this situation would
likely have gone unnoticed. I miss pushrod engines, cheap to make, perfected over time,
reliable and easy to repair. OHC engines are what consumers demand now or else a car maker
will be accused of having an old fashioned design. Peak HP for the 3. The redline is RPM. GM
has been offering the OLM for almost 30 years and testing it a lot longer. OLMs have been
reviewed by the technical community and were found to perform satisfactorily. Most
manufacturers have OLMs now, and some Honda, at least no longer recommend an oil change
interval. They say follow the OLM. This is old technology. Are you concerned that
manufacturers now offer direct fuel injection that provides more power? How will direct
injection affect your engine life? I think it is a question of time before even simple push
lawnmowers go to overhead cam engines. I was looking at lawnmowers yesterday since the
mower I purchased in with a flat head 1 cylinder engine may be on its way out. All the new
mowers had overhead valve engines. I suppose in a few years they will introduce overhead cam
engines with belts that need to be replaced or the engines will self-destruct. You are correct. I
remember that even in the s the Jaguar had an overhead cam engine. Sometime in the s,
Pontiac introduced an overhead cam engine on its 6 cylinder Tempest model and the engine
was available on the Firebird. Most people, though, opted for the OHV V In the meantime, I am
going to try to get another year out of my simple flat head lawnmower engine. I like the trade-off
though. GM has a vested interest in keeping NEW car buyers happy. They also have an interest

in meeting EPA emissions longevity requirements. Neither of these interests require that an
engine have much useful life left after K mi or so what is the emission requirement these days?
For 4 cyl engines, a pushrod setup is much less complicated that the 16 valve dohc balance
shaft engines common today. Some may say the design is dated, but they are proven, reliable,
and powerful. I agree with you about 0, and even 5 weight, motor oil. Here in OK during the
summertime that stuff runs out of containers just like water. The oil of choice for me and my
family members has always been 10W30 or 10W40 for winter and summer use. How many years
did it take in order to make pushrods engines that actually were not only reliable and lasted a
while. Japanese have done a fine job making reliable and long lasting OHC engines that have
many technical enhancements like variable valve timing. US makers are playing catch up and
are relatively inexperienced. How was the oil change monitor countdown affected? Why is the
oil change frequency a factor with this recall? Is cam chain wear more rapid initially to make a
CEL trip somewhat likely and then does cam chain wear diminish as it might be when going
through a break-in process or is it possible that a cam chain failure might be put off until a later
date and mileage when the car is out of warranty? Has the need for this recall been exacerbated
by people who often drive their cars aggressively such as using maximum acceleration from
stoplights? Have cam chains broken or have they been changed only due to the CEL? What has
GM done to newer models to eliminate this problem so I can know why I should buy again?
Techincally OHC engines are simpler than pushrod engines, fewer moving parts. Sounds like
they offering nothing except a recommendation to change the oil earlier. Have they fixed any
worn out chains. I cannot imagine a cheap endeavorer. The engineers are constantly dealing
with problems they have on the current product, plus whatever plans they have for new
designs. The first thing you learn is not to lump all the 3. Alfa Romeo had a version as well. In
its most basic form, the 3. As far as mainstream GM goes, there have been at least four major
versions of this engine. The LFX, used in the Camaro, had redesigned heads and an integrated
exhaust manifold to reduce engine weight. The LCS was a version meant for hybrids. The
newest, for , is the LF3â€”all-new with a different block, different heads and rods and so on.
According to the trainer, the earlier versions of the 3. This data, when run through the math
formula, predicts when the oil will need changing. As you know, oils do not so much wear out
as they become depleted of the chemical additives put into them to neutralize acids that can
form in the oil. Dirt can become a factor, but the main issue is the depletion of the additives. The
fly in the ointment is oil usage. Typically, the change engine oil soon light will turn on
somewhere between and 12, miles. A check with Identifix shows that, unfortunately, this is not a
rare occurrence. A quick search came up with more than 50 hits for low oil. Interestingly, the
first sign of this problem is sometimes a trouble code for a cylinder misfire or a camshaft
sensor. What happens is that when the oil level is low, the cam phasers do not get enough oil to
move consistently in response to the engine control computer. This effectively results in bad
valve timing, which can result in poor in-cylinder mixture control. Unfortunately, the trouble can
go further and require more in the way of repairs than just changing the oil. What starts as a
trouble code for a cam sensor could turn out to be a major engine problem. The GM tech rep
says that they now supply a kit that includes all of the pieces at the front of the engine. A tech
next to me in the session told me that they do the repairs with the engine still in the car. This is
not easy, and the Included with the new LF3 engine are all-new block and head castings. To
handle the This is a twin-turbo, direct-injected engine. The block and the head castings have
features built into them to mount the turbos as well as supply them with coolant and oil. In
addition to the new hardware, there are also new sensors and actuators that are unique to this
engine. The weather station includes a sensor to measure mass airflow, two temperature
sensors, a humidity sensor and a barometric pressure sensor. The burning of fuel and air is
pretty much a science experiment that can be predicted by a formula that calculates the amount
of oxygen and fuel to be burned. The problem is that the amount of oxygen in a particular
sample of air is not a constant, fixed value. The hotter the air, the less dense it is. When the
barometric pressure changes, that changes both the air density and the flow rate into the
engine. The weather station measures these changes and affects the engine calibrations
accordingly. The 3. The temperature sensors monitor intake air temperature, then the final
temperature of the air once the intercooler has done its thing. This greatly increases the density
of the air, its oxygen content and thus the amount of power and torque available from the
engine. One problem with the twin-turbo design that directly relates to the weather station is
compressor surge. This is a dynamic airflow phenomenon that can actually lead to a reverse
flow of air that results in power loss. The weather station can detect the direction of the airflow
and adjust the position of the wastegate to prevent it. The wastegate regulates the pressure at
which the exhaust gases pass to the turbine wheels by opening or closing a vent. A second
issue the weather station deals with is a situation unique to twin turbos. This compressor surge

is most common in high-altitude conditions where the barometric pressure is low. On the LF3
version of the 3. The compressor surge is effectively balanced by adjusting the boost of t
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he individual turbos with the wastegates. Another feature hidden in the weather station is an
electronic humidity sensor. The humidity in New Orleans is not the same as in Amarillo, and this
affects how an engine will operate. Adding a humidity detector adds yet another adjustment
factor to achieve the best engine calibration. In all of this there are some rather major
takeaways, servicewise. In terms of oil consumption, the first defense is the dipstick. The
second takeaway is to make sure which version of the 3. As noted, there are several really quite
different versions, and the latest LF3 shares the displacement and not much else. The third
takeaway is to remind you that those service seminars are held with you in mind. All you have
to do is take the time and not miss out. The technology is not standing still and neither should
you. Download PDF. November Issue. Back to Summary. NewsBreak F. Tools of the Trade. No
results found. Send to Email Address. Your Name. Your Email Address.

